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Warping Distributed System Con�gurations �Bruce Thomas David Stotts and Lalit KumarSchool of Computer and Information Science Computer Science Dept.Univ. of South Australia Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel HillAbstractWe have developed interface animation techniquesfor distributed collaborative 3D virtual environments.Our methods communicate information about group in-teractions to the various individual users in the sys-tem; this information is traditionally absent (i.e., notneeded) from single user systems and is di�cult to con-vey with static interfaces.Interface animation is primarily accomplished by dy-namically warping the shape of the objects in the vir-tual space. We describe our warping methods and asystem call MUVEE in which we have embedded them.We also describe an application of these ideas for con-�guring distributed systems in general: visualizing thecon�guration and performance of a distributed systemas a warpable virtual environment. We have imple-mented our experimental prototypes with the Polylithtoolbus [12].1 The problem and the approachCollaborative virtual environments are multi-userdistributed systems in which several users share a 3Dvirtual space. The interactions among users may causeconicts, and it may be di�cult to convey to the usersinvolved exactly what the conicts are. For example,in a 3D environment where users can grasp and moveobjects, if two users grasp the same object simulta-neously the system must decide what should happen.Should one user be given the object and the other de-nied? Should both be denied and the object frozenuntil one lets go? If the object is frozen in place, howwill the users know that the system has not simplyfailed? This kind of information arises from subtle in-teractions, so does not have to be communicated in a�This work is supported in part by grants from the O�ce ofNaval Research and DARPA.

single user system.1 Consequently, techniques for con-veying these subtle interface cues are largely absentfrom the literature.Our current approach to conveying subtle user in-teraction cues is to visibly animate the 3D objects indi�erent ways as the users a�ect them. The animationmethod we are currently studying is real-time shapewarping [18, 17].We have built a prototype system called MUVEE(multi-user virtual environment editor) to embodythese warping operations for experimentation. MU-VEE is a multi-user distributed system that allows sev-eral di�erent people to create and modify 3D objectsin a shared virtual space. The objects are warped asusers grasp, move, scale, and rotate them.In the following sections we �rst report on relatedwork. After that, we explain the structure of MUVEEand the warping operations we have created in it. Fol-lowing that we describe an application using MUVEEand object warping: a 3D visualization environmentfor examining and "tweaking" the con�guration of adistributed system.2 Related WorkProjects directly related to our work are scarce.Some work has been done on visualization of processnetworks, but our 3D VE approach is unique as far aswe can determine.In addition to Polylith [12], on which we havebuilt MUVEE, there are numerous other projects thathave investigated speci�cation languages and supportsystems for constructing distributed networks of pro-cesses [1, 7, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 3].1We should note that these problems arise whether or not theVE users have avatars (visible representations; in most currentVEs, avatars are very simple, unarticulated forms, so a user maysee in a gross way the presence of another user near an object,but will not see a moving or pinching hand to indicate grasping.1
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Figure 1. 3D space rendered in MUVEEThe process migration and dynamic recon�gura-tion we plan to experiment with, once the fullPolylith/MUVEE interface is complete, will be basedon Purtilo's more recent packager research.Several projects have explored distributed (and col-laborative) virtual environments in general [9, 19, 13,2, 4, 5], but none have applied VE modeling and ma-nipulations to the con�gurability of distributed systemsthemselves. These projects are mostly stand-alone sys-tems that have explored basic DVE concepts of objectmodel interchange, networking performance, and un-derlying application-level protocols.3 Object warping in MUVEEMUVEE is a multi-user distributed virtual environ-ment, built with the Inventor [15] graphics toolkit. Itis functionally quite simple, having been constructedto experiment with the user-interface concept of objectwarping for conveying subtle interaction information.Users of MUVEE are able to instantiate several basicshapes (sphere, cone, square), move them around in3-space, scale and rotate objects, and delete objects.The space is shared, meaning several users are able todo this concurrently. Two users are able to simultane-

ously grasp an object, leading to the need for communi-cating information about conicting interactions. Weapproach this and other problems by warping the 3Dobjects in di�erent ways. The 3D warping e�ects havebeen implemented as a new warping Inventor shapenode [16].This section presents window-based animation ef-fects of four direct manipulation operations: transla-tion, scaling, rotation, and pinning. Finally, the pin-ning e�ect is used in the tug of war e�ect to supplyadditional information for two users interacting withthe same object.2Figure 1 show the MUVEE viewing screen, with 4cubes displayed. This is the view one user would have.Other users would have di�erent views of the space,depending on eyepoint and direction of view.
3.1 TranslationFigure 2 shows a 3D direct manipulation move op-eration on a cube. The �gure shows the move opera-tion with animation, where the one vertex of the cubestays attached to the mouse point while the bulk of2While our discussion here in in the context of a 3D applica-tion, our warping concepts are useful in 2D worlds as well.2
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Figure 2. Animating a move operation with 3D
graphical objects

Figure 3. Pulled Out Centerthe object lags slightly behind. This animation givesthe e�ect of manipulating a heavy \rubbery" objectthat distorts as it is pushed and pulled. Althoughthe e�ect does not correspond exactly to a physicalmodel, this simple algorithm gives the impression thatthe shape is made of elastic material, with weights at-tached to the vertices, causing them to lag behind themovement. The �gures used in this paper for depict-ing the 3D animation e�ects have a wire frame drawingof the e�ect in their left diagram and a solid rendereddrawing in their right diagram. The two diagrams inthe �gures are identical graphical models; they havejust been rendered with two di�erent techniques. Thegrasped point, however, need not be a vertex, but infact may be any point on the surface of the object.Objects can be either pulled (as in Figure 3) orpushed (as in Figure 4); when mouse movement stops,the lagging portions of the moving object "catch up"with the grasped point and the object "snaps back" toits unwarped shape.
3.2 Scaling and RotatingThe animation e�ects described above for transla-tion are also e�ective when used in conjunction withother common direct manipulation operations. For ex-ample, Figure 5 illustrates a 3D operation to make anobject smaller by scaling. As in the translation exam-

Figure 4. Pushed In Center

Figure 5. Animated 3D Scale Down Effect3
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Figure 6. Animating a 3D Rotate Effect

Figure 7. 3D Pin Effectple, during the animated version of the scale operationthe part of the object that is \grasped" is controlledby the user, while the bulk of the object lags behind.An animation e�ect pulls out the ungrasped vertices ofthe cube (or, really, pulls in the sides while the verticeslag). A complementary animation e�ect is used in 3Dscaling to make an object larger.Figure 6 shows a 3D operation to rotate an objectabout its center. Once again the animation e�ect isto have the object lag behind so as to give the illusionthat the object has inertia.
3.3 PinningThe pinning animation is used to supply simple vi-sual constraining e�ects which can convey extra infor-mation for direct manipulation operations. Consideran attempt to move an object that is �xed in place {i.e. pinned. One response to this attempt might sim-ply be to prevent the object from following the mouse.However, this lack of visible feedback might be misin-terpreted as the result of a failure to \grasp" the objectcorrectly. A user might make several attempts at theoperation before realising the true cause of the lack ofresponse. Another strategy might be to allow the ob-ject to follow the mouse, but then to snap it back toits original place when released. This approach avoidsthe problem with lack of feedback, but can lead to sur-prises when a carefully placed object suddenly jumpsback to a previous position.A single frame of a 3D pinning animation e�ect is

shown in Figure 7. This �gure shows an animation ef-fect that avoids both problems. As the user attemptsto drag the pinned object, the grasped point stays at-tached to the mouse but the bulk of the object stays�xed. The e�ect is as if the user is pulling on a cornerof an object that is anchored in place. The feedbackprovides extra information: it makes it clear that theuser is attempting to move the object, but that theattempt is not succeeding. When the grasped point isreleased, the object springs back to its original shape.
3.4 Tug of WarCollaborative systems are required to provide visualcues when multiple users are simultaneously manipu-lating a particular data object. The tug-of-war e�ectshown in Figure 8 depicts a form of visual feedbackwhen two users are attempting to move an object si-multaneously. The object is �rst moved by one user.Once the object has been grasped by a second user, theobject stops moving. While the two users attempt tomove the object, the grasped corners of the object arestretched out demonstrating that no one user has fullcontrol of the object.4 The MUVEE multi-user interactionprotocolEach user in MUVEE is running a copy of the pro-gram, so all users are executing identical code. Theworld is virtually shared by having each user maintaina local copy of the world. Messages are exchanged toallow each user to keep current on the locations andactivities of the others. Our primary concern in thisprotocol is to ensure consistency across users in thestate of each local world.To better delineate the messages that need tobe exchanged, we will subdivide the transformations(move,rotate, and scale) into three distinct phases:� grasp (mouse down)� transformation (mouse move)� release (mouse up)This division is needed due to the possibility of multi-ple users trying to move one object concurrently. The"grasp" operation will sometimes cause the object tobe pinned (if another user has earlier grasped it), andat other times will not.Grasp Operation4
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Figure 8. Tug of War EffectThe grasp operation allows users to gain control of agraphical object in the application. This operation alsosignals to the other users the object is under the controlof this users. As previously mentioned, the applicationmay use a pinning visual e�ect to indicate more thanone user has grasped the object.Release OperationThe release operation informs all other users thatthis user an relinquished control of a graphical objectin the application. The application, once receiving arelease command, may alter the visual feedback of anoperation. For example, the graphical object may nolonger be pinned.Move OperationThe move operation allows users to translate agraphical object in the application. The amount ofmovement is determined from the user's movement ofthe mouse.Rotate OperationThe rotate operation allows the user to change theorientation of a graphical object by movement of themouse.Scale OperationSimilarly, the scale operation allows the user tochange the size of a graphical object by movement of

the mouse.Create OperationThe create operation allows users to add a newgraphical object to the application. This operation isan atomic operation in the current system. The userissues a create command and the new graphical objectis instantiated on all the distributed applications. Thisgraphical object is placed at some known position, forexample the origin of the drawing space. If two userscreate a graphical object at the same time, two graph-ical objects of the same type would be created.A second approach to this operation is once the ob-ject is created, the system goes into a grasp phase.Once in the grasped phase, other users can simultane-ously interact with the object.� create (mouse down)� grasp (after object is created)� translate (mouse move)� release (mouse up)Delete OperationThe delete operation allows users to remove an exist-ing graphical object to the application. This operationhas the three distinct phases:5
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� grasp (mouse down)� delete (mouse continues to be down)� release (mouse up)This enables the system to provide visual feedbackif more than one user has grasped an object, and theresult of this delete operation. An application can thenprovide visual cues as to its deletion policy. For exam-ple if an object can not be deleted if it is grasped bymore than one user, the application may animate itshrinking and leave a transparent copy for the otherusers to manipulate.5 Application: Warp-based visualiza-tion of con�gurationsIn this section we describe a novel application forvisualizing and "tweaking" the con�guration of a dis-tributed system, using the warping e�ects we have em-bodied in MUVEE.3When a distributed system is generated from ourmodi�ed Polylith system, we create a MUVEE world(VE) representing several physical aspects of the sys-tem con�guration. The objects in the VE have dif-ferent shapes and colors to indicate di�erent processproperties, and they are arranged spatially to show thenetwork connections set up among the processes.As the process network executes, as tra�c patternschange, as the processes become "loaded", performancewill change. As a process is loaded to the point where itis "falling behind" its collaborators, MUVEE starts towarp its corresponding object in the shared VE space.The more warped an object becomes, the more extremeis its execution status with respect to "normal." Thisloading might come from a slow host being unable toush a message bu�er as fast as the senders �ll it, forexample.The 3D interactive VE gives users a quick, holisticpicture of the entire system. A nicely behaving systemwill look mostly unwarped. Temporary performancevariability will be expressed by minor warping that ap-pears and disappears over time. When a system de-velops more serious trouble the warping will becomemore pronounced, more long-lived, perhaps even morewidespread, a�ecting more objects as trouble in someprocesses begin to create chain-reaction problems inother processes.3Our implementation is still progressing but should be com-plete in time for the conference.

5.1 Performance control via warpingMUVEE presents a snapshot to a user of the con�g-uration and performance of an executing distributedsystem. However, we can use the same tool to in-ject con�guration and performance control informationback into a system, again via warping.Rather than simply viewing the objects in the MU-VEE world, we allow the user to manipulate them aswell. Consider an object in the MUVEE world that iswarped; the warped shape will be pointing in the direc-tion of the process that is generating the tra�c. Oneobject may even be warped in several directions (likein the tug-of-war operation above), indicating that itis receiving surplus tra�c from several di�erent pro-cesses. Let's call the warped object (representing theslow process) S, and call the tra�c-generating objectT. The user can grasp the T object and drag it backtowards the S object. This will visually warp T some-what, and it will also send a message to the T processto slow down. The resulting drop in tra�c to the Sprocess will cause the S object to lose some warp as itcatches up. The more the user warps T, the more itwill slow down. Releasing the T object will cause theT process to resume normal performance.One observes this interesting visual phenomenon: Ina certain con�guration, the performance of a system ofprocesses causes a rather distorted overall picture, withseveral warped objects. By further warping some of thenormal objects manually, the warped ones will "settledown" and return to a less stressed form.Di�erent warping operations are used for di�erentperformance adjustments to the processes. We havealready indicated that the pinned warp is used to selec-tively cut the message transmission rate to one speci�cprocess (the one in the direction of the warp). The scal-ing warp is more general; it will speed up or slow downa process uniformly (i.e., cut the message transmissionrate to all other processes).
5.2 Other interpretations for warp operationsAs our experiments progress, we will explore numer-ous ways to map warp operations onto con�gurationsand performance characteristics. Here are some otherpossibilities.One source of the loading we seek to visualize andcontrol is a shortage of resources on the host platformfor a process. For example, a shortage of CPU, mem-ory, or disk I/O could all be possible sources of perfor-mance problems. The users on the other systems arenot concerned with why there is a slow down, but only6
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that there is a slow down. A warping visual e�ect byrotation or scaling may be employed to highlight thisfact.A rotation e�ect could show the following:� A graphical object representing a process whichhas no shortage of resources would be displayedwithout rotation.� A graphical object representing a process whichhas a shortage of resources greater than a pre-de�ned value would be displayed 45 degree in aclockwise rotation.� A graphical object representing a process whichhas a shortage of resources less than a prede�nedvalue would be displayed as that fraction of 45degrees in a clockwise rotation.Scaling operations could show the following:� A graphical object representing a process whichhas no shortage of resources would be displayedwithout scaling.� A graphical object representing a process whichhas a shortage of resources greater than a prede-�ned value would be displayed scaled by 50%.� A graphical object representing a process whichhas a shortage of resources less than a prede�nedvalue would be displayed as that fraction of a 50%scaling.The previous Figure 6 shows a 3D version of the ro-tation e�ect on an object representing a process in aCDS. Previous Figure 5 shows a 3D scaling e�ect on aprocess object. In each case, the inertia and the "rub-bery" appearance of the object convey the impressionthat the process is under some strain.
5.3 MechanismsVisualization and performance control of a CDSthrough MUVEE warping is accomplished by instru-menting the Polylith toolbus.When a CDS is generated by the bus, the normalmessage queues are generated with extra instrumenta-tion allowing measurement and communication of per-formance information between the bus and the pro-cesses. We also have to add a speed control capabilityto the message queues generated and maintained bythe Polylith bus.MUVEE becomes one more process in the network,and information ows from the bus to MUVEE and

back. The instrumented bus keeps track of state infor-mation such as message queue length, relative speeds,etc., and communicates this to MUVEE for renderingvia the appropriate object warps.Information also ows from MUVEE back to thebus. Messages to slow down or speed up a processwill cause the bus to alter the governor settings on themessage queues.
5.4 Reconfiguration via warpingOne other warping feature of MUVEE is intriguingfor applying to dynamic recon�guration (rather thanperformance).In MUVEE, when an object is pinned by one user, ifanother grasps it and moves it the tug-of-war stretchinghappens. If one of the users is persistent in this tug-of-war and warps the object sharply it will "snap in two",essentially causing an object copy. The motion thatcauses this split is either a fast, snapping mouse mo-tion, or a long stretch past a virtual "breaking point."These snap-warps seem appropriate as a manualway to signal system recon�gurations of di�erent kinds.Pulling an object into two could be a signal for processreplication. Manual movement of the new object copycould be used to designate the new host. A host that isalready overloaded could signal the inappropriatenessof a suggested migration by "pushing back" on the ob-ject, visually warping it as the user moved it close.6 ConclusionThe paper presented the results, to date, in ourinvestigation of the use of warping animation e�ectsto depict and a�ect system con�guration information.Four warping e�ects were presented: translation, ro-tation, scaling, and pinning. The pinning e�ect wasextended to produce a "tug of war" e�ect to highlightmultiple users simultaneouslymanipulatinga single ob-ject. A multi-user distributed system (MUVEE) hasbeen developed to experiment with these e�ects; MU-VEE allows several di�erent people to operate a 3Dgraphical editor in a shared virtual space. Finally, aset of warp-based visualizations of con�guration infor-mation was presented.A second application area that we are exploring issomewhat di�erent from the visualization methods wehave outlined.Again using Polylith, we are generating distributedVEs that allow warping of objects as an interface op-tion. We have modi�ed the Polylith specs format toallow a process to be designated as a warper, a non-warper, or a selective warper.7
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In selective warping, when appropriate (based onsystem/network performance) a process will do warp-ing operations in its interface. However, a slower pro-cess that is doing selective warping may opt to stopand use static object representations if its performancerelative to the remainder of the network is lagging, orif its host is computationally unable to provide suchcomplex graphics in real-time.Our reasoning is that one machine should not slowthe whole team down just for the luxury of having ananimated interface.References[1] M. Barbacci, D. Doubleday, C. Weinstock, andJ. Wing. Developing applications for heteroge-neous machine networks: The durra environment.Computing Systems, 2:7{35, 1989.[2] C. Carlsson and O. Hagsand. Dive { a platform formulti-user virtual environments. Computers andGraphics, pages 663{669, 1993.[3] J. Wileden et al. Speci�cation-level interoperabil-ity. Comm. of the ACM, 34:72{87, May 1991.[4] T. A. Funkhouser. Ring: A client-server systemfor multi-user virtual environments. In ComputerGraphics (1995 SIGGRAPH Symposium on Inter-active 3D Graphics), pages 85{92, April 1995.[5] T. A. Funkhouser. Network topologies for scalablemulti-user virtual environments. In Proc. of IEEEVRAIS '96. IEEE, April 1996.[6] N. Habermann and D. Notkin. Gandalf: Softwaredevelopment environments. IEEE Transactions onSoftware Engineering, 12(12):1117{1127, Decem-ber 1986.[7] R. Hayes, S. Manweiler, and R. Schlichting. Asimple system for constructing distributed, mixed-language programs. Software Practice and Expe-rience, 18:641{600, July 1988.[8] M. Jones, R. Rashid, and M. Thompson. Match-maker: An interface speci�cation language for dis-tributed processing. In Proc. of the 12th POPLConference, 1985.[9] M. R. Macedonia, M. J. Zyda, D. R. Pratt, D. P.Brutzman, and P. T. Barham. Exploiting real-ity with multicast groups: A network architecturefor large-scale virtual environments. In Proc. ofVRAIS '95, pages 2{10, 1995.
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